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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

State seeks death penalty
State’s attorney confirms motion after Mertz pleads not guilty
By Meg McNichols
City editor

Anthony B. Mertz will face the death
penalty for the alleged murder of Eastern
student Shannon McNamara.
In a pretrial conference hearing
Wednesday, State’s Attorney Steve
Ferguson confirmed a motion to seek the
death penalty for the 25-year-old Mertz,
who was also an Eastern student.
“We did what we could to avoid this
stage, but when he pleaded not guilty
these are the steps we have to take,”
Ferguson said.
Circuit Court Judge Dale A. Cini
presided over the less-than-20-minute
conference.

Mertz’s defense attorney, Lonnie Lutz,
responded to the state’s motion by asking
for an extension to
prepare
for
the
impending trial.
Lutz requested to
vacate the trial date,
originally set for Sept.
18, and take 30 additional days to contact
the capital litigation
Anthony Mertz trust fund, which
Lutz said could provide co-counsel for Mertz as well as
funding for further investigation into
his case.
Both Ferguson and Mertz consented
to the extension, which will erase a 120-

day grace period the state has to go to
trial effective from the day Mertz was
arrested.
During the conference, Cini’s only
substantial comments were to review
Mertz’s legal rights.
“Do you know that it is the intent of
the state to seek the death penalty if you
are convicted?” Cini asked.
Mertz answered “Yes, your honor.”
Mertz is accused of the June 12 murder of McNamara, whose cause of death
was determined as asphyxiation. Police
also reported she was stabbed and sexually assaulted post mortem.
Police arrested Mertz after evidence,
See MURDER Page 13

Sara Figiel / Photo editor

After attending the pretrial conference hearing for
the murder of Eastern student Shannon McNamara,
McNamara s sorority sisters gather outside of the
Seventh Street entrance of the Coles County Court
House on Wednesday afternoon.

Dining service changes continue TEDE program finds
a homebase in CATS
By Kenneth Bauer
Staff writer

Amanda Douglass / Senior photographer

Dina Tenuto (left), a junior merchandising major, hands her panther card to Sheila Girten, a student dining
services worker, in Thomas Hall. Eastern students who eat at dining services will have to adjust to a reduction in hours as places like Thomas/Andrews Dining have recently try to keep costs the same.

Hours change at Thomas and Andrews, menu at Lawson
By Jessica Danielewicz
Campus editor

New hours in some dining
centers and menu changes in others are among the changes that
students living in the residence
halls have seen.
Thomas and Andrews halls’
Dining Service’s dinner hours
have been decreased to 6 to 8
p.m., and Mexican food is no
longer served every night at
Lawson Hall.
Thomas/Andrews
Dining
previously opened for dinner at
4:30 p.m., but dining decreased
the hours to keep costs the same
and still expand service on weekends, said Jody Horn, director of

Panther Dining, in an e-mail.
Thomas/Andrews will still
serve late-night pizza from 8 p.m.
to midnight, Horn said.
“Since Thomas is open until
midnight, and we opened two
other centers on the weekends, we
have tried to maintain student
staffing costs,” Horn said. “Taylor
is open right across the quad if
students want to eat early, so we
didn’t expect it to be a big issue,”
Horn said.
Even though Taylor is open
earlier, some students still would
like to eat earlier and still have the
choice that Taylor and Thomas
halls offered.
“I don’t think its right,” said
Vickie O’Malley, a sophomore

elementary education major.
“They need to accommodate students because some people like to
eat early.”
One of the problems of
Thomas Dining Service opening
later is long lines and big crowds,
one student said.
“I understand that with money
shortages it is necessary to be flexible,” said Lisa Walker, a junior
early childhood and elementary
education major. “But the big
crowds make it hard to get in and
eat.”
Although Thomas does not
close between dinner and latenight pizza as in the past, students
See DINING Page 13

Clarifying the scattered and
confusing realm of technologyenhanced classes ranks as priority
number one for the new Center for
Academic Technology and Support
(CATS), said Robert Augustine,
interim vice president of academic
affairs for technology.
Technologically-Enhanced and
Delivered Education, or TEDE,
consists mainly of Web-based
courses and traditional courses augmented by on-line quizzes, digital
presentations and or multi-media
activities and testing.
TEDE is housed in the new
CATS facility located in Blair Hall
Room 108, so Eastern now has a
centralized place committed to
providing support and assistance
for both faculty and students.
“CATS was deemed necessary
because good intentions on the part
of faculty were getting lost in the
confusing mixture of technological
administration at the expense of the
students,”
Augustine
said.
“Basically, many teachers were
attempting to use products from
outside multi-media sources which,
for one reason or another, did not
work properly or were more complex than the teachers and or students were prepared for.”
These technological problems
could create tension between students and teachers, especially when
they aren’t realized until midway
through the semester, said
Augustine.
In the past, teachers had five different technology resources centers
from which to seek assistance.
Augustine said that, while the services were helpful, they often didn’t
provide the level of coordinated
support necessary to make a system

“

Dealing with system failures
is something we look forward to tackling quickly
with CATS.
Robert Augustine,
interim vice president
of academic affairs for technology

”

run well and work through technological difficulties.
“These technology resource services were five separate entities in
different departments under different leadership. Naturally, they
moved at different speeds with different agendas and goals,” said
Augustine. “This can be a great
source of stress for well-intended
teachers with a system down and
students staring them in the face.”
CATS’ first priority will be to
assign students passwords and PIN
numbers and ensure that those
passwords and PIN numbers are
functioning properly.
Orientation classes may also be
offered to get students up to speed
on Web-based courses. Keeping
students informed will be vital to
implementing technology-based
courses, said Augustine.
“Making sure students understand from the very beginning the
equipment and skill needs necessary to complete the course is fundamental to ensuring the success of
on-line courses,” he said.
CATS will also be relied on to
resolve flaws in the system.
“Dealing with system failures is
something we look forward to
tackling quickly with CATS,”
Augustine said. “We don’t have a
See CATS Page 13
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Harlan Cohen, nationally known college lecturer offered an advice on college issues to Eastern students in the Grand Ball room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union. Cohen has an advice column and also been a guest on “The Tonight Show With Jay Leno”.
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Speaker shares advice on dating, relationship issues
By Caitlin Prendergast
Staff writer

Guest speaker Harlan Cohen
urged a group of about 40 students to
“go get rejected” during his lecture
Wednesday night.
Cohen, a speaker, writer, and
columnist read by millions nationwide, shared advice on dating , relationships, and other student issues in
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union Grand Ballroom.
Through his poignant, heartwrenching sexual history, demonstrations on effectively picking up
members of the opposite sex, and
humorous, original songs, Cohen
stressed that rejection is the key to
finding meaningful relationships.
“The reason why people reject
me, you and everyone else is because
we are all rejects,” said Cohen.“If you
can’t admit it, you’re stuck in reject
denial.” Cohen talked about this theory and changing the stigma on
rejection and recognizing that it’s a
necessary evil in the dating world.
According to Cohen, two different kinds of rejection exist. The first
is when something is defective and
the second, which he referred to in
his lecture, is about choice.
Cohen said that relationship

rejection is all a process involving
choice, and college students need to
acknowledge that not all people will
choose them. Young, single people
must put themselves in the path of
rejection and take chances regardless
of the consequences, he explained.
Using a boxing analogy, he further encouraged students to
approach the dating world knowing
that they will get beat up, but to be
comfortable with themselves and
have enough supportive people in
their corner to keep strong.
Having battled weight and selfesteem issues his entire life, Cohen
knows all too well the importance of
being comfortable in his own skin.
His advice to college students is to
focus on their own good qualities and
find more comfortable places to meet
people.
“College is the place where you
can train to be a reject,” he said, and
students should use available
resources and join organizations if
they’re searching for healthy relationships. Looking for that special someone in a bar or at a party is not the
ideal setting for “rejection training.”
Putting a humorous and entertaining spin on his lecture, Cohen
played an acoustic guitar and sang
two songs entitled “Why Reject Me”

and “Girl Walks By.” He drew big
laughs with lyrics like, “ Was it my
gas, yes I slipped a few/And it stuck
to my underpants like Elmer’s glue,”
which helped keep the mood light
for the audience.
For sophomore computer information systems major Levi Hollo,
who was “dragged” to the event by
his girlfriend, freshman communications major Beth Baum, the unique
songs were the highlight of the
evening.
Julie Skalitzky, a junior psychology major, came to Cohen’s lecture
because she heard he was funny and
entertaining, and his advice exceeded
her expectations.
“He helps motivate people to go
out and make friends,” she said.
After sitting through the lecture,
Rob Crider, a senior speech communication major, said,“The fact that all
people are actually rejects in their
own way made me feel more comfortable with myself. I’m cool with
being a reject.”
Cohen passed out cards with his
Web site, www.helpmeharlan.com,
to those who attended the lecture,
and encourages students to send him
their stories of rejection to use in his
upcoming book, “The Rejection
Diary.”
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police

blotter
Car accident

Matthew M. Reynolds, 21, of
Mattoon was cited for failing to
yield at a stop sign after a car
accident at 8:18 p.m. on Sept. 2
at 18th Street and Madison
Avenue.

Battery
Jason C. Grant, 21, of
Jacksonville was arrested as a suspect on battery charges at 2 a.m.
Sunday in the 1000 block of
Seventh Street.
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Children’s author shares with students
By Dennis Malak
Staff writer

Wednesday night at 7 p.m. in
the 1895 Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
another meeting and teleconference was held by the Student
Reading Council.
Elementary education majors
were able to learn from accomplished children’s author and
illustrator Joan Holub.
Holub said that she has
always loved to write while at the
same time wanting to be an
artist. Holub’s favorite book of
her own is “I Have a Weird
Brother Who Digested a Fly”

and she enjoys the works of
Kevin Hinkey and Amber
Brown.
“Good character development
makes a good book,” Holub said.
When writing, Holub gets the
idea for the plot before the idea
for the character. She also listed
a few ways in which to break into
the business of becoming a children’s author.
She told students it is not necessary for them to become both
writers and an illustrator, and
that a good way for up-and-coming students who want to become
writers is to feel out what publishing companies want.
Also, a helpful way in which

students can learn about publishing companies is to call and ask
for their catalog. Once you have
your foot in the door and have
been writing for a while, a good
way for you to keep in touch with
your audience is to visit schools
to interact with children and
teachers, Holub said.
Holub said it’s important to
interact with teachers in order to
“get an idea of what types of
books they feel are missing in the
classroom.”
She said one thing to remember in children’s writing, or any
writing, is that “it’s never done,
it’s just due.”
After the meeting, the

Student Reading Council played
a mock version of TV game show
“The Weakest Link,” where the
prize was money off books at a
book fair.
Barbie Hofer, a senior elementary education major and a
member of the Student Reading
Council said that the teleconference went well. Hofer also said
that “coming to meetings is
extremely informative, especially
during the teleconferences with
published writers.”
For Hofer, the most interesting part of the teleconference
was that Holub goes to schools
to interact and stay in touch with
children and teachers.

Campus
Council liaison still fails
to clear Student Senate
Thursday, September 6, 2001

By Aaron Swiercz

Student government editor

The position of city council liason
remains unfilled after the Student
Senate meeting Wednesday night.
Liela Morad, this week’s nominee,
was turned away after another heated
debate killed the potential candidate’s
chances of clearing the Senate
approval bar.
In the question-and-answer session, Morad responded to some questions that had little relevance to her
position and focused more on her personal life.
Marty Ruhaak, chair of the external relations committee,kept his comments mostly objective, but delved
into personal opinion by taking a solid
stand on this issue.
“I feel this position requires a senator,” Ruhaak said. “I don’t want to
discourage other students from being
involved in senate, especially non-senate members, but this position needs
someone who can best represent the
students, like a senator.”
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Student Vice President for Public
Affairs Daryl Jones did not share the
opinion of Ruhaak, and stood behind
his recommended appointment, and
thought the senate was judging the
criteria unfairly.
“If they want a change in the
requirements for this position, someone should write legislation to that
effect,” Jones said.
“As far as I can see, and some senators agreed with me, I brought a person who filled all of the requirements
the position has outlined in the constitution, and also had the experience
the senate placed so much emphasis
on at the last meeting. I felt that Liela
was person to fill this position, but
obviously the senate disagreed with
me.”
Unhappy with the way the senate
made its decision, Jones now plans to
take official action against the senate
for its actions.
“I am going to file an offical
protest with the Student Supreme
Court because, after conversing with
Student Body President Hugh

O’Hara, I am convinced the decision
the senate rendered was in violation of
the school’s constitution,” he said.
Jones also does not plan to bring
anyone else forward for the position
until the supreme court renders a
decision.
When Speaker of the Senate Joe
Robbins called upon the senate to
produce a candidate, no one volunteered, and Ruhaak made it clear that
he was not competing for this job.
“I am not trying to turn this into a
competition by any means,” he said.“I
just think the students deserve the
best possible representation, and I
challenge this senate to live with its
decision if it appoints the wrong person.”
After that, Ruhaak called the matter to a vote where the appointment
was defeated.
In other senate news, O’Hara
announced that the university will be
interviewing people to fill the position
of assistant vice president for academic affairs for technology in Buzzard
Hall on Sept. 26, Oct.1 and Oct. 3.

New honors-level course
may be approved for seniors
By Pamela Perez
Staff writer

The Council on Academic
Affairs today will consider approving
a new honors-level senior seminar
course worth four credit hours.
CAA Chair Andrew Methven,
biological sciences professor, said the
council will discuss approving a new
honors level senior seminar, Film
and Contemporary Society, at this
week’s meeting.
Next week the CAA is scheduled
to discuss the addition of another
senior seminar, The European
Union: A Multi-cultural, Webenhanced Approach.
“These classes are part of a
change taking place at Eastern,”
Methven said. “Senior seminar classes are currently two semester hours,
but these two classes will be
increased to three.”
If approved, the Film and
Contemporary Society senior seminar will be offered in spring 2002.
The course will teach students the
theory, aesthetic, history and cultural
context of film.
Until this year, senior seminars
generally counted for two credit

hours.That policy is being revised,
and beginning next semester, all
senior seminar courses will be worth
at least three credit hours, Methven
said. The Film and Contemporary
Society senior seminar will be worth
four credit hours because it is an
honors-level course.
The European Union senior
seminar is also expected to be offered
in spring 2002 and will introduce
students to the culture, language and
educational policies of European
countries. However, the course will
not be considered by CAA members
until Sept. 13.
“These courses were considered
for addition partly because they have
a writing component and partly
because they include a university
assessment test,” Methven said.
Since both classes are writingintensive, they can be useful to students who need to submit work for
their Electronic Writing Portfolios.
Methven said any student interested
in these courses should attend today’s
meeting.
The CAA will meet at 2 p.m. in
the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
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Right decision
in Mertz case
tate’s Attorney Steve Ferguson made the right
decision Wednesday when he announced he
would seek the death penalty for Eastern student and accused murderer Anthony B. Mertz.
Because Illinois law allows death to be a punishment
for certain levels of crime, the decision to try for the
death penalty was well-justified.
From Ferguson’s
announcement, he must
State’s attorney will
believe there is enough
seek death penalty
evidence to seek the ultiSteve Ferguson’s choice to ask
mate punishment for
for capitol punishment was
correct, according to Illinois law. Mertz. In order for the
death penalty to be used,
Ferguson must believe, and be able to prove, that
another felony was being committed when the murder
happened, the murder involved torture or was committed in a cold, calculated or predetermined manner.
Ferguson is the best person to determine what punishment he will seek — after all, he is the one man
from the state who has reviewed the evidence in this
case. All parties involved should accept his decision.
The issue of the death penalty is controversial and
on shaky ground all across Illinois with the moratorium
on the death penalty imposed by Gov. George Ryan.
However the moratorium should not be used as a
defense that state attorneys prosecuting murder cases
that fall under the aforementioned guidelines should
not seek the death penalty.
If Mertz is found guilty by a jury of his peers of the
death of Eastern student Shannon McNamara, then he
should be punished to the fullest extent of the law.
Nevertheless, opponents of the death penalty will
argue that it is not right to kill someone who has taken
the life of another. There is no correct answer to the
death penalty issue, just a lot of opinions on the subject.
Since the death penalty is not illegal in the state of
Illinois or the United States, one should accept that the
punishment should fit the crime.
It is not up to any one of us whether Anthony B.
Mertz should die if he is found guilty of McNamara’s
murder. It is up to Steve Ferguson, the man we, as citizens, determined was qualified enough to make decisions in controversial and emotional situations such as
this. We have every faith and confidence that Ferguson
has made the best possible judgment in this situation.

S

■ The

editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

“

Today’s quote

Truth is the cry of all, but the game of few.
George Bishop Berkeley,
Irish philosopher, 1685-1753

”
The Daily
Eastern News
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

ow that classes have
been under way for
a few weeks, I have
received an abundance of reading assignments.
However, the challenge is not
the reading itself, but where
exactly on this campus I am
Julie Ferguson
going to read them.
Online features editor
I mean, there are only so
many desks in Coffee Express,
and besides, all you hear is hammers beating away as the
bookstore is being reconstructed.
Construction, now there is a familiar scene on Eastern’s
campus. I mean, forget about getting an education, this
campus needs to be redone.
What about getting a decent higher education? Does
any campus official ever wonder what the constant
pounding of construction does to one’s study habits? How
much research can really get done in a limited amount of
time with five different library locations?
I went away to college like most other students for a
better learning environment. I read in a viewbook on
Eastern that while the architecture at Eastern is both
beautiful and inspiring, it is what takes place within those
buildings that is important. While Eastern offers a wonderful staff who commit themselves to education, I imagine it is a struggle for them as learning resources continue
to dwindle on this campus.
The dorms offer quiet study hours for studying. But for
those who have talkative roommates, or get easily distracted by noise and music, where is there to go? Maybe I
could drive to Mattoon or even all the way to Champaign
to get some peace and quiet.
Forget about the fact that during many students’ short

Send portfolio concerns
to CASL
The University Committee for
Assessment of Student Learning
(CASL) is responsible for developing
and overseeing policies related to
assessment of student learning at
Eastern. CASL appreciated (the Daily
Eastern News’) coverage of assessment
issues. In response to your Sept. 4 editorial concerning the writing portfolio,
CASL will review the policy on e-mail
submissions to the writing portfolio to
ensure that students’ needs are being
addressed. If you have questions or
concerns about the e-mail submission
process, please share them with CASL
by e-mail at croszkowski@eiu.edu or
through campus mail.
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Editor
Managing editor
News editor
Associate news editor
Editorial page editor
Sports editor

four-year stay, they have never
experienced a real library. I was
not bothered by it until the
study lounge in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union was also taken away.
One day I ventured into the
temporary bookstore and pondered the new scenery of
school supplies and Eastern
paraphernalia. I even asked the
bookstore guy when they were planning on moving out of
the study lounge. He said in about four weeks, which in
my experience means in four years. I wondered what he
would do if I grabbed a soda from the vending machine
and just simply sat on the carpet and opened up a book.
My luck has vanished as I continue to wander around
campus in search of a place to study. The options are limited now that the bookstore has moved into the study
lounge. I have tried other options such as the Lumpkin
study area, but it was pretty cold in there. I tried Buzzard
Hall, but I kept running into people I knew there.
McAfee gym was too hot and outside was too sunny. I
felt hopeless looking for the perfect replacement, but
nothing has been the same.
I know there are other so-called study-lounge groupies
who are at a loss for where to go. My long nights until 3
a.m. at the study lounge are just a fading memory. I do
plan on graduating in May, that is if I find a place to
study. In the meantime, I guess I will go find a table at
Marty’s.

“My luck has
vanished as I
continue to
wander around
campus in search
of a place to
study.”

■ Julie Ferguson is a senior journalism major and a monthly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
jaferguson@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.

Your
turn
Letters to the editor
Christie L. Roszkowski
CASL chair

Get ready to cheer
Panthers to victory
Saturday is the home opener for the
2001 Panther football season. The
team is nationally ranked and picked
to win the Ohio Valley Conference
championship so the expectations are
for five exciting home games.
We encourage students and staff to
join in the ‘tailgate’ festivities at

O’Brien Stadium. The purpose of tailgating is to have fun before the game,
but then cheer the team to victory. A
reminder that the student tailgate area
opens an hour and half prior to kickoff, and must conclude 15 minutes
before the start of the game. All vehicles are required to remain in the tailgate area until the start of the fourth
quarter.
When the student monitors sound
the horn, that’s the signal that tailgate
has ended. We expect all groups to
cooperate by entering the stadium at
that time.
Have fun cheering the Panthers to a
championship!

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to cdsievers@eiu.edu

Dave Kidwell
Assistant athletic director
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
cdsievers@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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How safe is Eastern’s campus?
Take care of yourself,and your friends
s a freshman, living away
from home for the first
time, I believed that I was
invincible and that no
harm could ever possibly come my
way. I didn’t think twice about walking around campus alone, not at night
and certainly not during the day.
Four years later I have come to the
harsh reality that small college town
or big city, the world is an imperfect
place. I have come to the realization
that although we feel invincible, we
certainly aren’t and every way we can
protect ourselves and each other may
help that much more.
I have heard many times that
Eastern is one of the safest campuses
around. This is not hard for me to
believe. Our campus is pretty well-lit
whether by streetlights or those emergency poles that visitors sometimes
like to set off even if there is not an
emergency. I constantly see campus
police patrolling, going through dark
parking lots and areas ensuring no one
is there or hurt. For the most part,
many off-campus students appear to
be quite neighborly, watching and
keeping an ear out for those around
them. However, I do believe we need
to be more diligent with reporting
odd noises and strange occurrences —
it definitely can’t hurt.
A friend of mine suggested everyone, men and women, needs to
“buddy up” as much as possible, especially at night. This semester I have a
night class that a few years ago I
would never have considered driving
to. After all, my class is in Buzzard
Hall and I live in Greek Court. They
are practically across the street. This
year my friend and I drive there and
home without even thinking twice.
Although it seems unlikely something tragic will happen while someone is walking to class in the middle
of the day, it does not mean it is

A

Amanda Martinez

Senior journalism major

impossible. I hate when I am walking
to or from class and I can barely hear
someone, but I can see their shadow
in the pavement telling me they are
right behind me. I just get a sick feeling, and will try to go faster or slow
down hoping they will go around me.
On the weekend or when we go
out, there are times we will wait for
as long as it takes to get a ride home.
Sometimes this is very frustrating,
and we become impatient, but we
know it is better than some alternatives. I am not a big fan of going out
during the week, but the people that
live around me are. I take comfort
with the fact that if they do not have
a ride home, regardless of the time,
they do not think twice about calling
me for a ride, rather than walking or
hitching a ride with some random
person.
With all of these safety practices
that we have learned over the years,
we are still not completely safe on
campus or even in our hometown. It
is a terrible reality and I am certainly
not suggesting that students should
be scared or alter their lifestyles. I do
not think that is the answer. I do
think, however, that we need to be
conscious of the fact that tragedies do
occur, and if there is anything we can
do, small as it may be, it will help,
because nothing scares me more than
the thought of losing another friend.

Campus safety is all relative
“Eastern is the safest campus in
the state of Illinois and one of the
safest in the entire nation.”
Each year during summer orientation, I deliver this line as part of my
presentation to the anxiety-ridden
parents of incoming freshmen.
These parents typically have so many
concerns about their son or daughter
leaving for college that I at least want
to assure them that, relative to other
campuses, Eastern is a safe place for
their students to live. Statistically
(i.e., based upon crimes reported to
the police), Eastern is safe, probably
much safer than the communities in
which many of our students grew up.
Personally, the shelter and security
provided by life in Charleston was
one of the major factors that lured
me away from my previous position
at the University of Pittsburgh,
where violent crime was nearly an
everyday occurrence.
But there’s another side to this
picture. While Eastern is relatively
safe, it’s not completely safe.
Nearly every day, my Counseling
Center colleagues and I work with
students who have been the recent
victims/survivors of some form of
violent crime.

David Onestak

Counseling Center director

The costs in terms of overwhelming emotions, disrupted relationships
and sinking grades are incalculable,
and these students often feel it’s necessary to leave college in order to put
the pieces of their lives back together. Ask them if Eastern is safe, and
you’re likely to get a much different
response than the official crime statistics might suggest.
What sometimes drives me to the
point of abject frustration is the way
in which both students and townspeople employ the myth of total
safety at Eastern and in Charleston
to justify their failure to practice simple, common sense precautions.
Anyone who doesn’t lock a door, or
who drunkenly walks home alone
from a bar, etc., is making her/him-

self easy prey for a criminal predator.
Of course, people can take every precaution and still be the victim of a
violent crime, but they at least have
the comfort of knowing they weren’t
complicit in their victimization.
The Counseling Center is making
the issue of campus safety a top priority this semester, scheduling two
major workshops on the topic.
Mitch Saret, a black belt instructor
from Karate USA, will present “EZ
Defense” at 7:30 p.m. on Sept. 18th
in the Charleston/Mattoon Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. The class will
teach the basics of self-defense in an
easy-to-remember format.
I’ll present “Fighting Monsters” at
7:30 p.m. on Nov. 6 in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room to discuss how individuals (especially
women) can use their intuition to
identify warning signs of dangerous
people. It’s time Eastern’s students,
faculty, and staff acknowledge that
while our the community is relatively safe, ignoring simple, practical
safety principles and measures like
those to be highlighted in these
workshops dramatically escalates the
risks of future tragedies.

Simple precautions make the difference
ound your room. Check.
Unpacked. Check. (OK,
mom unpacked.) Kissed
mom. Check. Hugged
dad. Check. Watched the recently
crammed rental van head out. You
finally did it ... you’re at college.
Now what?
Somewhere in all those last-minute
instructions, you heard: “Take care ...
be safe.”The folks had already been all
over the Internet crime stats for Illinois
universities and the mantra ... “EIU is
the safest campus in Illinois,” is taped
to the fridge at home. And it is, really,
but you need to help, too.
By now, the kindergarten thing
about holding hands while crossing
the street seems a bit obsolete. (Except
for freshmen who still travel in clumps
this early in the semester.) But, there
must be things you need to be wary of,
even in this safe haven. OK. Start with
the room. Lock it, every time. Don’t
end up with just fond memories of
those electronic gadgets you couldn’t
live without ... because you will, if your
room screams, “Yoo hoo, I’m open,” to
someone with a less stringent moral
code than your own.
Out walking at night? Leave the
shrubbery, bushes and alleyways to the
folks who help make this campus

F

beautiful.Stay in well-lit areas and walk
with friends, preferably not down the
middle of the street. Wearing something light-colored goes a long way in
allowing you to be seen by drivers. You
legal-agers? House parties can be a lot
of fun, but take care of your drinks.
Don’t set them down, don’t hand them
to others to hold, stay aware.
Gotta go somewhere by yourself?
Call your destination and tell them
when you’re leaving. Don’t accept rides
from folks you don’t know. Play the
game, “Walk by all 19 emergency
phones on campus,” so if you get in a
spot, you can get help immediately. If
you think you’re being followed, cross
the street, and keep crossing it until
you can enlist the aid of a passerby or a
passing motorist. Predators don’t like
fanfare they don’t create, so make some
noise, get some attention. And if you’re
the one noticing someone’s in trouble,
get involved and notify the police.
There are night assistants in each residence hall complex on campus from
midnight to 3 a.m. (or 5 a.m.). They
have hand-held radios connecting
them directly to the Eastern Police.
They’re there to help you. Use them.
Take care, be safe.
Art Mitchell and Bobbie Hilke,
University Police Department
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Budget approval expected at RHA Students gain new
By Aaron Swiercz

Student government editor

This year’s budget for the
Residence Hall Association is
expected to be approved at
Tuesday night’s meeting.
“I don’t see any reason why we
shouldn’t be able to approve it,”
said RHA President Amy
Grammer. “There are no major
changes so it basically is the same
budget we approved last year.”
In addition to approving the
budget, the meeting will also
involve the decision on moving
Campus Perk to the 7th Street
Underground location.
“Unless they decide to table it,
I expect a decision to come about
it this week,” Grammer said.
After decisions are made about
the issues confronting the RHA,
the meeting will focus on committee business.
First order of business is the
fact that the retreat for discussing

“

There are no major changes so it basically is the same budget we approved last year.
Amy Grammer,
RHA President

RHA goal setting for the year has
been removed, and a meeting will
now take its place.
Grammer decided it would be
adventageous to do it in a meeting
because of time constraints placed
on all of the members.
The dining services committee
should be in full swing by the next
meeting as well, Grammer said.
Another topic of discussion
that may come up is the water
purifying machines in the residence halls.
“I’m waiting to hear back from
Daryl Jones, (student vice president for public affairs) and if I get

Leaders Scholars Gentlemen Athletes

”

the information in time we can
discuss it at the meeting.”
Also, applications for the
RHA
regional
conference,
GLACURH, the Great Lakes
Affiliation of College and
University Residence Halls, need
to be turned into the RHA office
by the end of September.
“Anyone in RHA is welcome
to go, but they have to get an
application to me by the deadline
in September,” Grammer said.
To contact RHA by e-mail if
you can not make the office
hours, you can write to
RHAorg@eiu.edu.

outlet through RSO
By Jen Catron
Staff writer

Outlaw RSO, a new Recognized
Student Organization, was recently
welcomed to campus, offering
another student outlet for diversity
and service.
“Our purpose is to help bring
diversity and entertainment to campus,” said Tim Edwards, junior
speech communication major and
president of Outlaw RSO. “Anyone
can join.”
Another member, Mike Ennen,
a junior accounting major, said the
club wants to give people “more
things to do.”
Edwards said the group, about 15
members strong, has a lot of plans to
get involved with the campus and
the community.
Some of those plans include a
pool party tonight from 8-10 p.m.

Terry’s Clip & Chip

at Lantz Arena, a future poetry
reading at the African American
Culture Center and a talent show to
be held sometime in October or
November.
Outlaw RSO also got involved
in the carnival held during Panther
Preview weekend and it supplied
music and candy at the RSO Fair,
Edwards said.
The group has an interest in getting involved with public service.
Edwards said he would like to see it
become a part of the Big BrotherBig Sister program and the
Charleston Food Pantry.
The idea for Outlaw RSO came
from a WEIU radio program called
Outlaw Radio, Edwards said.
Although the RSO is not involved
with the radio program, Edwards
and Outlaw RSO’s vice president
Odell Jones both work as disc jockeys for the hip-hop radio show.

If you’re reading this...

Men’s Professional Clipper Cuts

Informal Rush

Today 5-7 p.m. 345- 6325
(Red Brick House Off Of Greek Court)

Corner of 8th &
Madison Ave.
Charleston

so are they.

University Baptist Church
Monday:
Tuesday:

Dart Tourney 6:30

Thursday:

Pool Tourney 7:00 &
Euchre Tourney 8:00
Foosball Tourney 8:30

* CASH PRIZES *
Fri & Sat:

Live Entertainment --See Verge

Sun. Worship
Sun. Bible Study
Wed. Worship
1505 7th St.

8&10:40a.m.
9:30a.m.
7:00p.m.
345-2086

advertise.

Your Church Home Away From Home

Thursday
$1 Cover
$1 Vodka
Mixers
Good Luck EIU!!!
Beat Indiana State!

$1 Rolling
Rock Bottles
stusonline.com
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Former Long John Silvers property open to commercial tenants
By Jamie Fetty
Staff writer

The recent departure of
Charleston’s Long John Silvers was
a shock to the local chamber of
commerce, but the available land is
welcome news to a Charleston realtor.
The people who leased the building took down the sign, vacated the
premises suddenly and left town
sometime between June 11 and 15
said Cindy Titus, the Charleston
Chamber of Commerce executive
director.
“It literally happened overnight,
with no warning,” she said.
Titus also said the owners of the
building Long John Silvers was leasing were out of town when the
restaurant vacated the premises.
While the chamber of commerce
seemed concerned with the way the
restaurant departed, Titus said the
actual loss of a Long John Silvers,
102 E. Lincoln Ave., wasn’t very
upsetting.
“There are plenty of Long John
Silver’s in other communities,” she

said.
The chamber had heard the
community remark on the need for
more choices and variety of restaurants, Titus said, but not necessarily
in the fast food arena.
“A societal change in attitude
about diet may have spurred the
move,” Titus said. “Their food was
pretty greasy.”
Linda Nugent, from Linda
Nugent and Associates, realtor of
the property, said she is optimistic
about the possibility for new business in the area to take over the
property.
“It’s a prime location,” Nugent
said. “The location will sell the
building and the land.”
The property is zoned C2, which
means only commercial tenants may
lease it. So far, Nugent has three outof-town companies interested in the
property, which is listed at $344,500.
Long John Silver’s has around
1,200 stores in 36 states selling fast
food chicken, shrimp and fish. It is a
subsidiary of Yorkshire Industries, a
company that formed after a merger
with A&W Restaurants in 1999.

Sara Figiel / Photo editor

Long John Silvers lovers will have to find an alternative seafood connection to satisfy their cravings. So far,
three out-of-town companies are interested in the property, which is listed at $344,500. After the owner s
overnight disappearing act, the only thing that can be seen through the windows are reflections and passers-by.

Hurry up...
advertise with the Daily Eastern News!

Infor mal Rush
FREE FOOD
Date: Thursday Sept. 6
Time: 5:00 – 7:00 PM
Where: Sigma Phi Epsilon

Thursday Specials
Dinner
STEAK NITE 80Z
CHAR-GRILLED
Top choice sirlon
grilled to perfection
served with slaw and
potato salad
$7.95

Charleston Eagle Club
375 N 14th Charleston

345-1612
Live Bands Friday & Saturday
9 - 12 AM
Friday – Roc - O - Holics
Saturday – Family Tradition

Every Thursday
NOW ON TAP
Old Style:
Special Export Lt:
Drafts

50¢

Foosball
Tournament
8:30
CASH PRIZES

New guests and members welcome

DJ LEE B

Now Available at
STUS...

STUDIO 21
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Clown cleared of indecent exposure
MOLINE (AP) — Chuckles
the clown was cleared of an indecent exposure charge Wednesday
by a judge who decided the entertainer may have flashed children
during a performance, but it wasn’t a crime.
Chuckles, who’s really Kimble
McLain, 42, of Rock Island, was
found innocent after an hour-

long trial before Municipal Judge
Dana McReynolds, who heard
the case without a jury.
McReynolds said State’s
Attorney Marshall Douglas failed
to prove McLain exposed himself
on purpose rather than by accident.
“The only real evidence the
state has mustered here is that he

was exposed,” the judge said.
McLain could not be reached
for comment afterward.
He was arrested May 7 after
allegedly exposing himself to children at the Moline Wal-Mart,
where a Mexican food vendor had
hired him to do magic tricks and
make balloon animals during a
Cinco de Mayo celebration.

Corridors would help reduce delays at airports
CHICAGO (AP) — Adding
and altering Chicago-area flight
corridors would help reduce delays
at
O’Hare,
Midway
and
Milwaukee’s Mitchell airports and
do little harm to the environment, a
Federal Aviation Administration
study found.
In addition, such changes would
not increase aircraft noise, the study
released Tuesday found.
Although the mostly procedural

changes recommended in the plan
would reduce delays, they would
not eliminate the need for additional runways to accommodate
increased travel to the Chicago
area, FAA and Chicago aviation
officials said.
The recommended changes
include tweaking routes, adding
high-altitude air lanes to separate
slower planes from faster ones and
tightening spacing between aircraft.

“It will allow for greater efficiencies in the routes to Chicago,
and it safely addresses some of the
interim needs to reduce delays,”
said Kitty Freidheim, the city’s
managing deputy aviation commissioner for planning and development.
But critics leery of additional
airport pollution and noise called
the report a thinly veiled ploy to
increase flights at O’Hare.

Loren-Maltese’s trial postponed
CHICAGO (AP) — Bowing
to lawyers who claim they are
snowed under with documents, a
judge postponed Wednesday the
trial of Cicero’s town president on
charges of stealing $10 million in
taxpayers’ money.
U.S. District Judge John F.
Grady set a new trial date of May
20 for town President Betty
Loren-Maltese and nine codefendants in what federal prosecutors call a mob-related plot to
loot the town treasury.
The trial had been scheduled
for Jan. 14.
Defense attorneys said federal
prosecutors already have turned
over 200,000 documents that
could be relevant to the case and
even more are expected as the
lawyers map their trial strategy.
They said that each attorney

must read all of the documents,
which include bank statements,
deposit slips, cancelled checks
and auditor reports. For convenience, the government has put
the documents on computer
discs, but some attorneys said
that only made matters worse.
“Maybe some of us are just
dinosaurs,”
Loren-Maltese
attorney Terence Gillespie told
the judge. But he said that reading the documents off of the
discs was “extraordinarily time
consuming.”
The indictment returned
June 15 charges Loren-Maltese
funneled the $10 million to an
insurance consulting company
and later invested it in a
Wisconsin golf course, a horse
farm in Indiana and a summer
home.

Enterprise Rent-A-Car would like to congratulate the
following interns for a job well done this summer!
Angela Eilers, Julie Olinger, & Wendy Winet
Congratulations also goes out to the following individuals who have
joined our full-time management trainee program after graduation:
Carrie Hollenkamp
Maxine Lane
Susan Spenny
Amber Garrison
Elizabeth Walther
Molly Walther

Large Single Topping Pizza
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Michelle Davis
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Michael O’Herron
James Redmond
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During Rush
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Gypsy moth infestation
spreads in northern Illinois
CHICAGO (AP) — The gypsy
moth is spreading in parts of northern Illinois, and the infestation is so
bad that the federal government may
stop financing the battle in some
areas.
“The gypsy moth is here to stay,”
said Stan Smith, a nursery manager
with the Illinois Agriculture
Department. “We can’t stop it.”
The problem started in Lake
County a year ago and also has
expanded to DuPage County.
“It has been an annoyance in the
past,” said Dan Griffin, operations
director for the DuPage County
Forest Preserve. “It’s going to be a
major infestation.”
Because the gypsy moth population has grown so much in the past
year, the federal government is
expected to stop financing the battle
in DuPage County. Once an area

reaches a certain infestation level, the
fight is declared unwinnable and
local governments must pay for
future sprayings. In DuPage, the
local cost could be $400,000 next
year.
Lake County already is under a
state quarantine, meaning local tree
and shrub growers have to spray their
plants and have them inspected
before being allowed to ship the
goods outside the county. Other
counties could be quarantined, too,
the experts say.
State experts warn of huge problems in the most-frequented
Chicago-area forest preserves with
moths in their fuzzy caterpillar-state
dropping continuously from trees.
Popular activities like hiking and
picnicking could suffer, state experts
warned DuPage commissioners and
forest officials at a meeting Tuesday.
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$1.50 Bottles-$3 Pitchers-$5 Tropical Pitchers
$2 Capt. Morgan
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Democrats get the upper hand
in drawing legislative districts
SPRINGFIELD (AP) — Luck
smiled on the Illinois Democratic
Party Wednesday, giving them the
upper hand in drawing the legislative
districts that will shape state politics
for the next decade.
Secretary of State Jesse White
reached into a replica of Abraham
Lincoln’s stovepipe hat and randomly
chose one of the two envelopes
inside. It contained the name of former state Supreme Court Justice
Michael Bilandic, a Democrat who
becomes the tie-breaking ninth
member of a bipartisan commission
in charge of drawing new districts.
As a result, Democrats should be
able to draw districts that favor their
candidates and give them a strong
shot at winning control of both legislative chambers.
They would be in a better position

to pursue the traditional Democratic
agenda, such as aiding labor unions
and pumping more money into services for the inner cities.
A Democrat-drawn map might
give downstate cities a better chance
of electing Democrats and consolidate the strength of Hispanic voters
in the Chicago suburbs. A shrinking
population
downstate
means
Chicago and its suburbs will gain
more influence.
Democrats applauded politely
when White drew Bilandic’s name
during a 15-minute ceremony at the
Old State Capitol, but there was little
gloating.
Federal law, the state constitution
and population trends all limit how
much the new map can tilt toward
Democrats. And the courts ultimately will decide what legislative map is

SHRM

Society for Human
Resouce Managment
A re y o u c u r i o u s a b o u t
H u m a n R e s o u rc e s ?
Informational Meeting
Thursday, September 6,
6:00pm
Lumpkin Hall
Room 1041
All Majors Welcome!

adopted.
Republicans drew the last map
but Democrats still managed to win
control of the Illinois House four out
of five times.
“We won the draw, but there’s still
court cases out there and, therefore,
we have to contend with those,” said
Sen. Vince Demuzio, a Carlinville
Democrat on the redistricting commission. “It’s always better to win, of
course, but I don’t think it has the
same weight as it had in the past.”
Republicans
stressed
that
Wednesday’s drawing hardly settles
the state’s political future.
“It’s very clear that the court is
going to have the final say in what’s
going on here,” GOP Executive
Director Brad Goodrich said.
“Clearly, this is an advantage to
the Democrats. We’re disappointed.”
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The Daily Eastern News
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Nichols to be
tried on
murder charges

Gunman enters home, kills five in California
SIMI VALLEY, Calif. (AP) —
A gunman entered a home in a
quiet suburban neighborhood and
shot five people, killing a woman
and two children, police said.
Lt. Rex Jones said police were
looking for a man in his mid-20s
who was believed to have fled in a
sport-utility vehicle. He said a
woman and two children under the
age of 10 were killed, and that the

victims were believed to be related.
“Somebody showed up, entered
the home with a weapon and started shooting,” Jones said.
A 19-year-old woman and 16year-old boy who were shot were
in stable condition. An 18-year-old
was injured jumping out of a second-story window as he fled, and
was not shot, said Kris CarrawayBowman, a spokeswoman for Los

Robles Medical Center.
Police and firefighters were
called to the home at about 3:45
p.m. and cordoned off the area.
Officers holding rifles and wearing
SWAT gear searched back yards.
The incident occurred in a city
that was ranked by the FBI this
year as the nation’s most-crimefree city of 100,000 or more residents. Simi Valley, located about

35 miles northwest of downtown
Los Angeles, is home to many
police officers.
Either Simi Valley or neighboring Thousand Oaks has been
ranked first in safety among the
nation’s large cities for 10 of the
last 13 years. Amherst, a college
community in suburban Buffalo,
N.Y., was first the other three
years.

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) —
Ending months of speculation over
whether he would drop the case, the
new district attorney in Oklahoma
City said Wednesday that he will
prosecute bombing conspirator Terry
Nichols on state murder charges that
could bring the death penalty.
District Attorney Wes Lane said
he will pursue the 160 first-degree
murder counts brought by his predecessor two years ago.
“Accountability with the laws of
Oklahoma demand that we stay the
course,” Lane said at the site of the
1995 bombing that killed 168 people.
Nichols, 46, was convicted in federal court of conspiracy and involuntary manslaughter and is serving a
life sentence. But he has appealed,
and Lane said he wants to make sure
Nichols does not escape punishment.
“I simply do not know what
might loom out there on the legal
horizon which would place Terry
Nichols’ federal conviction in jeopardy,” he said. “The interests of the
people of the state of Oklahoma cannot be vindicated by the blind
reliance upon the federal government
or Terry Lynn Nichols.”
The state murder charges were
filed in 1999 by District Attorney
Bob Macy, who was removed from
the case last year after explaining to
the media how he wanted to put
Nichols to death.

Inmate appeals for right to have Man’s rights were not abused
children while incarcerated
during child porn investigation
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
A federal appeals court reinstated
Wednesday a civil rights suit by a
man serving a life prison sentence
who wants to artificially inseminate his wife.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals, ruling 2-1, reversed a
Sacramento federal judge who
said that William Gerber had no
legal right to mail his semen to
his 46-year-old wife.
Dissenting Judge Barry G.
Silverman said the opinion allows
Gerber “to procreate from prison
via FedEx,” and “does not accept
the fact that there are certain
downsides to being confined in
prison.”
Writing for the majority,
Judge Myron H. Bright said the

panel was reinstating Gerber’s
case because the “right to procreate survives incarceration.”
The court also ordered the
state Department of Corrections
to show why the inmate’s plan
would represent a security risk. If
the state fails, Gerber can mail
the semen, the court ruled.
Gerber would be able to try to
father a child during a conjugal
visit if he was not serving a life
term.
For three decades, most
California inmates with good
prison records have been granted
almost unsupervised overnight
visits with loved ones in prison
cottages. Prisoner rights groups
say conjugal visits foster good
prison behavior.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Social workers did not violate a
man’s civil rights during a child
sex abuse investigation, even
though their interrogations may
have coerced false statements
from the children, an appeals
court ruled Wednesday.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled 8-3 that Robert
Devereaux could not sue the city
of Wenatchee, Wash., over the
investigation in 1994-95 of
alleged child sex rings. His lawsuit
was dismissed earlier by a threejudge panel of the appeals court.
Devereaux was among 43
adults charged with multiple
counts of sex abuse in the investigation. All the charges against
him were dropped after the
alleged victims recanted, and most
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Informal Rush

Enjoy Hamburgers, Hotdogs, and Pop With
The Men Of Sigma Phi Epsilon

TODAY 5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
(Red Brick House Off Of Greek Court)

Monday:
Tuesday:

Dart Tourney 6:30

Thursday:

Pool Tourney 7:00 &
Euchre Tourney 8:00
Foosball Tourney 8:30

* CASH PRIZES *
Fri & Sat:

Live Entertainment --See Verge

of the other cases have ended in
dismissals, acquittals or dropped
charges.
Techniques investigators used
included interviewing young children for six hours or more until
they said they were sexually
abused by Devereaux or by others.
“Interviewers of child witnesses of suspected sexual abuse must
be given some latitude in determining when to credit witnesses’
denials and when to discount
them,” Judge A. Wallace Tashima
wrote in the opinion.
Dissenting Judge Andrew
Kleinfeld wrote that Devereaux’s
case should be reinstated because
investigators knew or should have
known he was innocent and that
their techniques would have yielded false information.

EIU SPECIAL
FREE TIRE ROTATION

16

(with purchase of)

LUBE - OIL - FILTER

95

Includes:
Change Oil
* Up to 5 Qts 10w 30
Quaker State
* Lube Chassis
* Oil Filter
*12 Point Safety Inspection

110 5th Street
Charleston 345-6975

Hair Salon
Open
Wed.-10:00-5:00pm

C a l l : 581-3616
581-7148 for Appt.
Walk-ins upon Availability
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Sixty-three inmates
marry behind bars
SAO PAULO, Brazil (AP) —
Wearing suit jackets over their prison
uniforms, 63 inmates of Sao Paulo’s
infamous Carandiru jail married their
brides Wednesday in a mass ceremony behind bars.
It wasn’t really a shotgun wedding,
although many of the grooms were
serving time for armed robbery. And
prison cooks made sure there were no
hacksaws hidden in the cake.
The mass nuptials of 63 couples
— held in Pavillion 6 of Carandiru’s
detention center, where prisoners
started Brazil’s biggest-ever prison
riot in February — was the second
such ceremony held at Latin
America’s biggest jail.

“In jail, the prisoner’s last hope is
often his family,” Braga said. “So, we
believe that allowing prisoners to get
married strengthens the idea of family and will help prisoners reintegrate
into society when they leave.”
A team of hairdressers and beauticians helped make up the brides.
After the ceremony, snacks, soft
drinks and a wedding cake were
served.
But Braga said, prison officials
were taking no risks. “There was
nothing hidden in the cake; it was
baked in the prison kitchens,” he said.
Many of the couples had met as
penpals and had began courtship
during regular visits at the jail.

Four wounded by grenade
in hate-fueled confrontation
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
(AP) — Protestant extremists
hurled a homemade grenade at
schoolgirls and their parents
Wednesday, wounding four police
officers in a hate-fueled confrontation outside a Catholic elementary
school.
Children screamed and parents
ducked as the explosive detonated.
Police said two officers had shrapnel wounds, one was hospitalized
with hearing damage and a fourth
suffered injuries that weren’t
immediately determined.
Three Protestant militants were

arrested. The
Red
Hand
Defenders, regarded by police as a
cover name used by the Ulster
Defense Association, the outlawed
Protestant group, claimed responsibility for the attack.
The grenade was thrown as
about 100 young girls and their
relatives walked through a
Protestant neighborhood to the
front door of Holy Cross Primary
School under heavy police protection.
“It was awful that a policeman
was hit, but it could have been one
of those little girls. That has been

my fear all along,” said the Rev.
Aidan Troy, governor of the
besieged school. He has urged
Catholic parents in vain to use a
rear entrance not threatened by the
Protestant mob.
More than 40 police officers
have been wounded since rioting
began Monday in Ardoyne, a predominantly Catholic neighborhood.
The besieged school lies in
Ardoyne’s small Protestant area,
where residents insist no Catholics
will be welcome until attacks on
their own homes end.

Racism conference seeks compromise to avoid walkout
DURBAN, South Africa (AP) — Under
threat of a devastating European walkout, the
World Conference Against Racism held
closed-door meetings Wednesday to try to
find compromise language on the IsraelPalestinian conflict and reparations for slavery.
France warned that it and the European
Union could follow the United States and
Israel by walking out on the U.N. meeting,
which was meant to highlight discrimination
around the world, but has been marred by

I n fo r m a l

discord over efforts to condemn Israel for
“racist policies.”
“If comparisons between Zionism and
racism remain, the question of France’s and
the European Union delegations’ departure
would be posed immediately,” French Prime
Minister Lionel Jospin told a Cabinet meeting, according to spokesman Jean-Jack
Queyranne. “France and the European Union
would seek a departure from this conference,
which would mark a failure.”
An EU deadline on the issue set for

Rush

TODAY 5:00 - 7:00 p.m.
Sig Ep House
(Red Brick House Off Of Greek Court)

Wednesday night was reached without a
compromise, said Koen Vervaeke, spokesman
for Belgian Foreign Minister Louis Michel.
He said a special drafting committee had finished its work Wednesday night without an
accord.
Vervaeke said the EU had given South
African mediators its position and would now
wait to see what kind of text they come up
with. It wasn’t immediately clear if that would
occur during Thursday’s session.
Earlier Wednesday, in an effort to save the

conference, Norwegian Foreign Minister
Thorbjoern Jagland sent his deputy,
Raymond Johansen, to Durban to take over
leadership of the Norwegian delegation.
“The racism conference is in danger of
completely breaking down. I am going to
Durban to try to contribute to it reaching a
result that does not damage the international
battle against racism,” Johansen said.
Norway had tried unsuccessfully earlier in
the week to broker a deal between the United
States, Israel and the Arab states.

Dinner Specials $5.65
Served with Crab Rangoon (2) or Egg Roll and choice of
B.B.Q Pork, or Chicken Fried Rice
Included Soft Drink
D 1. Sweet Sour Chicken or Pork
D 2. Moo Goo Guy Pan
* D 3. Hunan Beef
* D 4. General Beef or Chicken
* D 5. Kung Paw Chicken

designers wanted

D 6. Beef and Vegetables
D 7. Chicken Chop Suey
D 8. Sesame Chicken
* Indicates Hot & Spicy

Celebrating 100 Years Of Brotherhood

Prizes &
Giveaways
Burgers, Fries, and Draft $2.99
S I D E WA L K S A L E
LL
A
F
OF
50% OTHES
CL

50% OFF SHOES
$1.98 MEDIUM POSTERS
$3.50 GIANT POSTERS
¢.95 CASSETTE TAPES

$2.00 Corona

DJ 9-close

Friday: Post War Fords 10-4
Saturday: DJ Spider 9-4

Good Luck Panthers

From the men of

Delta Tau Delta

the
daily
eastern news
design &
graphics
department
is
now
hiring ad
designers for
fall ‘01 apply
i
n
person at the
student
publications
business
o f f i c e
located in
the Buzzard
Building

MANY MORE ITEMS!
(freshman/sophomore
graphic design majors
are encouraged to apply)

Advertise.

Classifiedadvertising
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Help wanted

Help wanted

For rent

For sale

Assistant PT computer/office exp.
Exciting Magazine Company.
Hair/Makeup artist skill a plus.
345-2200.
________________________9/6
Looking to earn money for your
org. or yourself? Try Fund-U, a no
cost fund-raising program thats
easy & reliable. Call 1-86648FUND-U or visit www.fundu.com
________________________9/6
Babysitter wanted: Evenings in my
home for second shift and one
weekend day. Call 345-0307.
________________________9/7
Unique new women’s product.
Local distributors URGENTLY
needed! Home based business.
Unlimited earning opportunity.
800-770-2113.
_______________________9/11
Mattoon Country Club. We now
have immediate openings for waitstaff Tuesday-Friday 10am-2pm.
Call John at 234-8831
_______________________9/14
Access
to
computer?
Internet/mail order free booklet.
1-800-218-7543. www.MoneyDreams.com
_______________________9/14
Lunchtime wait staff needed 11 to
1. Apply at Wrangler’s Roast
Beef. 703 W. Lincoln.
_______________________9/14
Night owls who like independance
and responsibility may wish to
take this opportunity to earn
money. Now hiring mid-8am shift
to work with adults with developmental disabilities in a group
home setting. Paid training provided. Apply in person at the Tull
House.
1911 18th Street
Charleston; 345-3552.
_______________________9/14
Farm help needed. Experience
preferred.
Possible morning
hours.
Leave message on
machine. 348-8906.
_______________________9/19
Nanny needed for preschooler
and infant. Need 5 hour blocks
M-F between 8:00 - 4:30. Local
references a must! Prefer Early
Childhood Major. Please call 3456457. Possible room and board
included.
_______________________9/30
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas and
Florida. Earn Cash and Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-800234-7007.
endlesssummertours.com
______________________12/10
Attention CNA’s and Habilitation
Aides. Work in a small home setting with 5-8 children and adults.
No experience necessary. Paid
training for dependable staff.
Positions available for all shifts
due to program expansion. FT/PT
positions available for multiple

shifts with flexible scheduling. 1st,
2nd and 3rd shifts starting at
$7.50/hr, for youth program and
$8.00/hr. for adult program. FT
includes full benefits pkg. If you
are a good role model and enjoy
working with people, apply in person at 1550 Douglas Drive Chas.
EOE
_________________________00

2
Bedroom
Townhouse
Apartment. Furnished. Trash
pickup included. 2 blocks from
campus. Call 348-0350.
_________________________01
VERY LARGE 2 AND 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. FURNISHED, CLOSE TO BUZZARD,
CAMPUS, SEPARATE LEASES,
POOL, AND LAUNDRY ON-SITE.
LINCOLN WOOD PINETREE
345-6000.
_________________________01
ONE MONTH RENT FREE!! One
block from campus. 4 bedroom
house. 773-230-8452
_________________________01
Now leasing 2BR furnished Apts.
Quiet place to live & study! No
pets.
McArthur
Manor
Apartments. 345-2231
_________________________01
Now Renting newly remodeled
4BR house. Also available 1BR.
Phone 276-5537
_________________________01
MOVE IN SPECIAL -ONE
MONTH RENT FREE. 2-4 BR
one block from campus. $225 per
person for 2-4 people.
_________________________01
Very nice 2 bedroom close to
campus.
AC,
carpeted
$650/month. 10 month lease. 3453232 day.
_________________________01
1 bdrm apt. close to EIU Ex condition, central air, No Pets. 3457286.
_________________________01
9th Street Apartments. 3BR for 23 people. NO PETS. 348-8305.
_________________________01

HOUSE FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Charleston, great starter or investment, privacy fenced, corner lot,
garage, new roof, NO CONTRACT SALES, 348-5607

For rent
For Rent clean 2 br , spacious, 2
blocks from campus, furn, water
incl. $400/mo. 840-4656 (cell
phone).
________________________9\6
Apt for Rent. Spacious one BR,
OSP, Central heat/ air. Utilities
included. $450/month 348-7987.
________________________9/7
Roomate needed for fall and
spring semester, call (217)5128022.
________________________9/7
Large, clean 4 BR house. 1530
2nd St. $230/person. 345-2564
_______________________9/11
House For Rent. Up to 6BR
Completely remodeled. 1409 9th
St. $250 per student per month. No
pets. Must see. Call 708-386-3240.
_______________________9/12
1 Bedroom House Near Campus.
Available Now. 345-4010.
_________________________01
3 bdrm apt., fully furnished, 9th
St. across from Buzzard. For
more information, call 348-0157
_________________________01
Loft Apartment on square, 3
Bedrooms, 3 Sky Lights, 3
Students. 345-2702
_________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
_________________________01
APTS NOW, 2 bedroom, furn &
unfurn, No pets 345-7286
_________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLD).
_________________________01
NOW LEASING 2 BR FURNISHED APTS. QUIET PLACE
TO LIVE AND STUDY! NO PETS.
MCARTHUR MANOR APARTMENTS. 345-2231.
_________________________01
New 2 bedroom apt. Furnished,
utilities included.
NO PETS!
2121 18th Street. Call 345-6885
or 345-7007.
_________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARKING. OFFICE 345-1266 OR 3463161.
_________________________01

The Daily Eastern News
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Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
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For sale
Black iron queen futon with extra
cover and pillows $150. Computer
Desk $30. Call 345-0810.
________________________9/6
Men’s mountain bike (MOAB)- like
new. Metallic green, approximately 1 year old. $900 new,
ASKING PRICE $400
Please call for more information.
348-1360 after 6pm (machine)
_______________________9/11
Wood desk, 30’’h x 42’’w x 21’’d,
six drawers, good condition. $20,
O.B.O. Call 345-0727.
_______________________9/10
VIACREME.
Unique new
woman’s product. Ever since
Viagra for men, women have been
asking “Where’s ours?” 345-2629
_______________________9/12
1990 Red Ford Probe GT. 150K.
SELL AS IS, best offer. Call
Megan @ 345-6283.
_______________________9/14
90 Dodge Ram Van, Removable
seats. A/C, 125k. $2,600. Ken
Bower. 348-6713.
9/18

SURPRISE YOUR
FRIEND!

Tommy Boy

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE

Personals

CampusClips

Panhellenic Council would like to
invite the ladies of EIU to sign up
for Panhellenic Fall Recruitment.
“GO Greek” registration will be
held in the student life office until
Thursday Sept 6 2001 by 12pm.
________________________9/6
Panhellenic Council would like to
invite every woman participating
in Go Greek to join them in the
University Ballroom for a pajama
party at 6pm Wednesday Sept 5.
________________________9/6

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL. Sorority recruitment first
round events begin today! 4:30pm in the Grand Ballroom in
the Union. You must have your $25.00 registration fee paid
by noon today in the Student Life Office.
WESLEY FOUNDATION. Pancakes & Passages Friday,
Sept. 7th from, 7:00 am - 7:45 am at the Wesley Foundation
across 4th from Lawson. A weekly breakfast gathering to
discuss selected Bible passages and one’s journey in the
Christian faith.
NATIONAL SOCIETY OF COLLEGIATE SCHOLARS.
Meeting tonight at 6 pm in the Charleston/Mattoon Room in
the Union. Active members only.
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
(SHRM). Informational meeting tonight at 7 pm in Lumpkin
Hall 1091. All Welcome.
AITP. Executive Meeting today at 2:00 pm in Lumpkin
Lounge.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL
STUDIES. University Admission to Teacher Education
Meeting tonight from 6-7 pm in 1501 Buzzard Hall
Auditorium. Students must formally apply for University
Admisssion to Teacher Education. This is done by attending
a meeting. Students who have not previously applied must
attend.
MINORITY TEACHER EDUCATION ASSOCATION.
Weekly meeting Thursday Sept. 6, 2001 at 7pm in room
2430 Buzzard Building. All education majors are encouraged to attend. Come out and get important information.
requirementts, scholarships, and job opportunities.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP. Fellowship
Meeting today at 7pm in the Greenup Room, 3rd Floor
Union. Eastern alum, Pat Lungun, will share on how to
know God. Everyone is welcome.
SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT.
Meeting tonight from 7-8:30pm in the Oakland Room. We
will be making witch balls for protection from negative
energy. Everyone is welcome! Blessed be!
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP. Bunch for Lunch
today from 11:30am-1pm in Student Union Chick-FilA/Subway. Come meet new people and make new friends
as we meet for lunch in the Union.
OUTLAW RSO AND STUDENT ON HAND. Pool Party
today from 8:00pm-10:00pm at Lantz Pool Area. There will
be Contests and a raffle. Hosted by Outlaw Radio!!!!

Announcements
RESERVE YOUR FUNCTION AT
MOTHER’S TODAY!
GREAT
DEALS AND LOTS OF FUN. DJ,
JUICE BAR AND SNACKS
INCLUDED.
345-2171, 9AM11AM
_________________________00
DJ Lee B Studio21 Progressive
Hi- NRG CD NOW available at
STU’S !!! $8 or order online. email- DjLeeB@B96.com.
________________________9/6
ADULT
NOVELTIES
+
Bachelor/ette gags, gifts, cards &
games! GRAND BALL. 609 S
Sixth, chas, T-F 10-6, Sat 10-2
________________________9/7
Adult female cat needs new
home. She is a 3 year old calico:
vaccinated, declawed,neutered.
Please help. Call Peter at 2766896.
_______________________9/10
The Health Education Resource
Center is holding a Freedom
from Smoking class on Monday
nights at 7:00 pm. The class is
located on the 3rd floor of the
Student Services building. An
orientation session will be held
on Monday September 10th.
Classes will run from September
17th through October 29th.
Please call Nicole Forsythe at
581-7786 to sign up.
_______________________9/13
SPRING BREAK 2002 Jamaica,
Cancun, or Florida.
Join
Student
Travel
Services,
America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator.
Promote trips at
Eastern Illinois and earn cash
and
free
trips.
Information/Reservations 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
______________________10/12

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.

Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1 Refusal to
buckle
6 How beef may
be served
11 Brandy designation letters
14 Not engaged
15 Smidgen
16 Be distressed
17 Typical dervish?
20 Catch
21 Wager in Monte
Carlo
22 Where to see
Alain Delon or
Geneviève
Bujold
24 Like cult films,
again and again
25 Get-go

29 Emerge
31 Time to get
sharp?
33 Overcome
37 Market opener?
38 The Company
39 ___ Major
40 Argo, e.g.
41 Question from a
confused astronaut?
44 Leaves rolling
in the aisles
46 Sunday may
have several of
them
47 Office machine
50 Tease
52 Paper craft
54 Jones and
Smith, maybe

ANSWER TO WEDNESDAY’SPUZZLE
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59 What Miss
Muffet believed
a spider might
do?
61 Great deal
62 Legal U.S. tender
63 Uses digits?
64 ___-Cat
65 Shrek and others
66 Raiser of dough

DOWN
1 Previously said
2 Work out
3 Bonding candidates
4 Twelve, maybe
5 Rubs out
6 White as a
sheet
7 Tiny Tim instrument
8 It may hang by
the neck
9 Bring
10 Counties overseas
11 Consider worthwhile
12 Military operation
13 Antiquated
18 Stating the
obvious
19 Future
bloomers

1

2

3

No. 0726
4

5

6

14

7

17

9

10

11

18

13

34

35

36

56

57

58

19
21

22
26

27

23

28

29

24
30

31

32

33

37

38

39

40

41
44

47

12

16

20

25

8

15

48

42

45

49

50

52

53

59

43

46
51
54

55

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

Puzzle by Manny Nosowsky

23 Least browwrinkling
25 Must pay
26 “Nah!”
27 TV’s Hatcher
28 It brings traffic
to a standstill
30 Expression of
pride?
32 Sore
34 One of the primal gods in
Greek myth

35 “… mercy on
such ___”:
Kipling
36 Khakis
41 Becoming less
14-Across
42 Boxer Griffith
43 Hit the spot
45 Bring
47 Receipt listings
48 “What the
Butler Saw”
playwright

49 Soft
51 Goes down
53 “___ out?”
(dealer’s query)
55 Bide-___
56 Queens place
57 Fish captured in
pots
58 Part of S.S.S.:
Abbr.
60 Suffix with
Capri

Local & state
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United charged by
transsexual in lawsuit

CATS
from Page 1
model picked out yet for dealing
with down systems, but obviously
this is a topic of great importance
as more communication between
students and faculty takes place
via the Internet.”
Eliminating system failures
before they occur can be difficult
because of the short time
between semesters and the enormous amount of system maintenance.
Once the system is running,
keeping it running error-free for
an entire semester can be a daunting task. Augustine said starting
summer classes earlier is one
option for increasing maintenance
time.
“We have considered beginning summer classes the Monday
after the spring semester ends in
order to create another one-week
opening for maintenance of the
system at the end of the summer,”
he said.
Augustine explains the primary
objectives for CATS this semester
are introducing the center to faculty, working to upgrade and support the TEDE courses already in
progress at Eastern and preparing

Dining
from Page 1

eating dinner at Thomas before 8
p.m. can still get late-night pizza
after 8 p.m., Horn said.
Menu changes have taken place
in the Taylor/Lawson Dining
Service to try and offer more variety, Horn said. As a result, Mexican
cuisine is no longer served every
night, Horn said.
“They are still going to offer
Mexican some, but they also want
to offer other things,” Horn said.
“I miss the fact that they don’t
serve Mexican because then you
had a choice,” said Tara Semple, a
junior speech communications
major.

Murder
from Page 1

including a credit card found
in McNamara’s apartment,
at 1125 Fourth St., with his
name on it, was found.
Mertz lived across the
street from McNamara
where police found a knife in
a dumpster matching the
same brand of knifes found
in her apartment.
Lutz said he was not surprised by the state’s motion
to seek the death penalty.

programs for the upcoming spring
semester.
Teachers can still contact outside technological sources on their
own. The program is designed to
support faculty members, not
limit their options.
While they will assist the faculty, Augustine said the TEDE and
CATS programs are intended to
enhance students’ quality of education.
“I want the student body of
Eastern to know that this program
was created solely for their benefit,” he said. “This program is a
response by the administration to

better expand the vast resources
that on-line education is capable
of delivering to the students.”
Augustine noted that Eastern
possesses a solid foundation of
classroom education and the
TEDE and CATS programs have
the resources necessary to provide
the same high quality of instruction.
“Eastern has a 100-year history
of excellence in education,”
Augustine said. “Eastern has allocated the funding, has the
resources and employs the necessary staff to deliver the exact same
degree of excellence.”

“Having Mexican at Taylor was
nice,” Walker said.
In the past, Lawson Hall served
Mexican meals while Taylor had a
different menu. Now, both Lawson
and Taylor’s dinner menus are the
same.
Other
menu
items
Taylor/Lawson will serve will
include some Asian and a Tyson
concept called “Sunset Strips,”
Horn said. Dining will offer other
dinner meals based on student
requests.
The “Sunset Strips” will be
offered when all products and decorating items come in, Horn said.
They hoped to have it before
school opened, but it did not work
out.
“It’s kind of a fun concept for
chicken,” Horn said.

After only a few weeks of operation, it is hard to tell if the closing
of Pemberton Hall’s Dining
Service has affected numbers and
services at the other dining services, Horn said.
“It is hard to tell in the first couple weeks of school because our
numbers are high in general,” Horn
said. “I have not noticed any
unusual counts or any problems.”
A committee will be put together from the Thomas Hall Council
and Residence Hall Association to
work with Horn and Mark
Hudson, director of housing, to
address the issues concerning students’ interests.
“They are forming a committee
and will work with us in determining what best meets everyone’s
needs,” Horn said.

He also mentioned that
there is a strong possibility
for a change in location of
the trial.
“Venue change is always a
possibility in these types of
cases,” Lutz said.
A court date of Oct. 2 has
been scheduled for a case
management conference. A
new co-counsel could be
there with Lutz to help represent Mertz at the trial,
Lutz said. He did not know
if he would remain lead
counsel if another attorney is
found to assist in the
defense.

Write for the DEN.
Call 581-2812

DOONESBURY

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

CHICAGO (AP) — United
Airlines ordered a man dressed
as a woman to get off an airplane
and change into men’s clothing
before reboarding, according to a
lawsuit filed in Cook County
Circuit Court.
Richard Ward, a transsexual
also known as Sarah West, was
on a United flight from Omaha,
Neb., to Chicago, where he was
scheduled to catch a connecting
flight home to Heathrow
Airport in London.
When Ward showed United
staff his British passport, which
showed him as a man, United’s
employees ordered Ward to get
off the plane and change into
men’s clothing, according to the
lawsuit, filed Tuesday.
Ward also showed United
staff a letter from his doctor
that explained it was normal for
Ward to dress as a woman
because he was undergoing
treatment for “male to female
transsexualism.”
But Ward was told he would
not be able to fly until he looked
more like his passport, the lawsuit states.
United staff called Ward
“Mr. and other male terms in
front of other passengers
intending to cause (Ward) great
humiliation and embarrassment,” according to the lawsuit.
The lawsuit seeks more than
$50,000 in damages.
United spokesman Andy

“

United’s record on diversity speaks for itself.We
were named one of
Fortune’s top 50 companies on diversity.
Andy Plews,
United spokesman

”

Plews said he could not comment specifically on the incident because he had not seen
the lawsuit.
“United’s record on diversity
speaks for itself,” Plews told the
Chicago Sun-Times. “We were
named one of Fortune’s top 50
companies on diversity.”
According to the lawsuit,
United claimed it required
Ward to change clothes because
of problems with “Customs and
Immigration.” However, Ward
has gone through British and
French
passport
controls
dressed as a woman without
problems.
United let Ward board several planes dressed as a woman in
previous weeks, the lawsuit
claimed. The airline also issued
him a boarding pass on the
Omaha-to-Chicago
flight
moments earlier knowing his
passport showed him as a man,
according to the lawsuit.

LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE APTS.
(across from Carman Hall)
*Balconies & Patios *Central Air *Free Parking *1st Semester Leases available
for groups of 2 or 3 students
*Apts. for 2,3, or4 people *Reasonable Utilities *Laundry Facilities * Pool
TERRIFIC
A PA RTMENTS
345-6000

2219 S. 9TH ST. APT. #17
BY GARRY TRUDEAU

BY MIKE PETERS
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Linemen
from Page 16
see if these younger guys can step up and
play like we think they’re capable of.”
The linemen know that a lack of depth
on both fronts could become a key factor
to the season.
“It’s no secret, we don’t have much
depth this year, which means we have to

Expectations
from Page 16

While Eastern did lose a lot of leadership
off of last year’s team, Spoo knows that this
is a new team that can’t rest on its accomplishments from last season.
“We lost a lot from last year’s team due to
graduation, injury or defections,” Spoo says.
“If we had all of our players back that
didn’t graduate from last season we would be
a stronger team, but we don’t and we have to
adjust to that.
“If we go out and practice hard and prepare well, and play like we know we can we
will have a very successful season.”
With only two days left until the start of
the season, coach Spoo’s depth chart will
look like this.

Offensive
Quarterback: Tony Romo will lead the
Panthers on the offensive side of the ball
after a great season last year. While Kyle

suck it up,” defensive end Clint
Alexander said. “The trenches win
championships.”
Even though this year’s line is young,
no one is looking to skip a beat.
“We’ve always been good. We’re just
going to keep the tradition alive,” offensive tackle Jarad Kimbro said. “We all put
that pressure on ourselves.”
This tradition is what the Panthers
have come to expect from Spoo.

“With coach Spoo, the expectations
will always be high,” Alexander said.
With that tradition and expectations
comes pressure.
The pressure to excel, the pressure to
win and the pressure to stay healthy. If
the offensive and defensive lines can
overcome these obstacles, they expect a
special season.
“The pressures are there, but they’re
wanted,” tight end Scotty Gilkey said.

“We have expectations for each other
to prove to everyone,” Avina said.
No one is expecting the Panthers to
take a step back this season. The predictions are high, but the players’ expectations are even higher.
“Our ultimate goal is to win every
game,” Metzger said.
“Winning the OVC and going deep
into the playoffs is something we can do
if we take one game at a time.”

Kissack will be Romo’s back-up in 2001.
Coach Spoo says: “I definitely expect Tony
to be better this season than he was last season, and I think he can do that.”
Runningbacks: This year’s starting tailback
will be J.R. Taylor, and his main blocker in
the back field will be starting fullback Andre
Jones. Back-ups at the runningback spots
will be Andre Raymond and Justin Morris
at the tailback spot. While the back-up for
Jones is yet to be determined.
Coach Spoo says: “J.R. has had a great preseason. He ran and lifted religiously in the
summer. While Raymond will see a lot of
times at the tailback spot.”
Wide Receivers: The receiving corp will be
led by senior Frank Cutolo and junior Will
Bumphus, who will both be looked at to
catch a lot of passes with the injuries to
Kenny Alsop and Devon O’Neal. Back-ups
will be Dewanzelle Hopson, Andre
Raymond and Brandon Robinson.
Coach Spoo says: “We don’t have the same
crew we thought we would have this season
with all of the injuries, but we still have a
great group of receivers.”
Tight Ends: Eastern will start senior Scott
Gilkey at the tight end spot, but will use
many two tight end formations. The backup to Gilkey will be Gil Davis.

Coach Spoo says: “Scott is a guy who can
catch the ball just as Gil is, and they both
run pretty well for their size.”
Offensive Linemen: The Panthers have
been pretty beat up on the line so far this
season but are now starting to find some
consistency up front. Starters will be Frank
Castagnoli, Kevin Hill, Scott Sholl, Chris
Rosenlund and Mike Bujnak. Reserves will
include Jared Kimbro, Farley Schalk and
Zach Hooper.
Coach Spoo says: “We have been pretty
banged up so far this season on the line, but
I know coach (Steve) Farmer will get those
guys ready for action.”

All-OVC linebacker Nick Ricks returning
to the linebacking corp in the middle. While
Fred Miller and Antoine Livingston will be
on either side of him. Back-ups will be John
Williams, Corey Lewis, David Bentley,
Anthony Cromer and Jacob Maurer.
Coach Spoo says: “Our linebackers are a
very athletic group and have all played
before, which is a huge advantage for us.”
Defensive Linemen: This is the area where
the Panthers have been hit the hardest by
the injury bug. Starters will include Gonzalo
Segovia,
Brad
Metzger,
Damien
McContrell and one starter yet to be determined. Reserves on the line will Clinton
Alexander, Lee Fiochi, Lance Thompson
and Ricky Johnson.
Coach Spoo says: “Although we have been
unable to get everyone together at practice
at the same time until recently, we will form
some consistency and be okay up front.”
Kicker/Punter: Bill Besenhofer will again
handle both duties for the Panthers this season after being OVC honorable mention last
season. Besenhofer was 9-for-12 on field
goals last season and his punts went an average of 39.6 yards, with a long of 61 yards.
Coach Spoo says: “Bill has gotten more
accurate every year he has been here and I
expect him to continue that this season.”

Defense
Secondary: The secondary will be a strong
point for the Eastern defense this season, as
they are led by Young. Other starters will
include Corey Lewis, Antwan Oliver and
Roosevelt Williams. Reserves in the secondary will be John Williams, Obinno
Coley and Daryl Neal.
Coach Spoo says: “The secondary will definitely be one of the keys to our success this
season.”
Linebackers: Eastern will have second team
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PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
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1201 Charleston Ave. East
Mattoon, IL 61938

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
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Season-opening tournaments are all about momentum
hile they may seem like no
more than a pair of small
dots on the radar screen
that is the Panthers’ long
season, the two volleyball tournaments
Eastern plays to open this year’s season are
crucial.
Playing well in those tournaments creates
momentum, and in volleyball momentum is
extremely important.
A team that takes a lead early in the game
is more than likely to hold on to that lead
throughout the remainder of the game.
Momentum throughout the course of a season is also important — not necessarily in
terms of wins and losses, but on a smaller
scale.
A small momentum swing can give a
team a lead, giving that team the win in that
game and ultimately the match. A string of
wins to start the season could put the

W

Panthers on tarOut of Bounds
get for an Ohio
Valley
Conference
title.
Not that
failure to perform at the
Nanook
Classic in
Nate Bloomquist
Alaska this
weekend and Staff writer
e-mail: cunb2@pen.eiu.edu
last weekend’s
second-place
finish in the Super 8/Pepsi Invite will ruin
the team’s season, but it’s difficult to regain
momentum once it’s gone.
But aside from momentum, tournaments
provide experiences that soon won’t be forgotten.
“It’s a chance for them to see a different

environment,” Eastern head volleyball coach
Brenda Winkeler said last week.
“They’ll get to play in different surroundings.”
Outside of spring break, college students
don’t get a chance to venture outside of the
state, and even outside of the county.
And while the main focus is to play volleyball, the players will get a chance to be
tourists as well, snapping pictures before
snapping blocks and kills in the crisp cool
air of the Klondike.
It’ll be good for the Panthers to cool off
before things heat up in the OVC season.
And instead of playing the Chicago State
and Western Illinois-type teams of the local
volleyball world in non-conference action,
Eastern will play against the U.S. Naval
Academy, University of Maine and AlaskaFairbanks in the tourney.
To gain momentum early in the season,

tough competition is needed. With a 6-7
start in games played against three tough
schools — Wright State (3-0), Central
Michigan (1-2) and Montana (1-2) —
Eastern is on its way to establishing itself as
a powerful team.
The Panthers have high expectations, as
most of the players on the squad have set
goals to win the conference title and an
NCAA tournament bid.
But without momentum to carry the
team, those expectations carry about as
much weight as the air in the volleyball.
So what may seem like just another tournament in some far away place with teams
that few have heard of, is more important.
Direct hits in sinking the Navy, AlaskaFairbanks and Maine will make OVC foes
Southeastern Missouri State and TennesseeMartin that much easier to target.
It’s all about momentum.

Braviere

ice. All ways to make the night terrible from
the get-go.
Probably the best way to ruin tailgating is
to not go to the game.
Yes, there is a football game going on

this weekend. Think about it: you’re already
up there, and more than likely tanked, so
your heckling skills will be at a high level.
But remember to keep it clean — children
do go the game.

The Panthers are going to be really good
this season, not to mention they should beat
Indiana State by 40 points anyway, so you’ll
have a good laugh. What else are you going
to do, really?

from Page 16
coal, burgers with no buns, or forgetting the

“Go Greek”

PANTHER FANS

Get Involved at EIU!
Friendships for a Lifetime!
Leadership Opportunities!
Service to your Community!

FALL SPORTS GUIDE
IS
SEPTEMBER 13TH, 2001

Sign up in the Student Life Office by Thursday, Sept. 6
By Noon to become part of Panhellenic Fall Recruitment

Sept. 6, 4:30pm-First Round Events in the Grand Ballroom
Sept. 7, 4:30pm-First Round Events in the Grand Ballroom
Sept. 8, 2:30pm-Second Round Events in the University Ballroom
Sept. 9, 3:00pm-Preference Events in the Grand Ballroom
Sept, 11, 5:00pm-Bid Day in the Grand Ballroom
Sept. 12, 5:00pm-Wrap up in the Grand Ballroom
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Top of The Roc

Date: Thursday Sept. 6
Time: 5:00 — 7:00 PM
Where: Sigma Phi Epsilon House
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2X2
DISPLAY AD

ONLY

$10.00
PURCHASE A
2X5 DISPLAY AD
AND RECEIVE

$1.00 OFF
PER COLUMN INCH
CONTACT YOUR AD REP TODAY
217-581-2816

Thursday Specials
$1.50 rail drinks

$2.50 Bud Lt. 22oz.
$2.50 Miller Lt. 22oz.

S AT U R D AY N I T E
S U M M E R E N D B E A C H PA R T Y
Wear Your Best Beach Attire
FREE GIVEAWAYS
Bring Beach Inflatables

Crow Jane Jammin’ $2.00 Cover
These folks just got
done advertising
with the DAILY
EASTERN NEWS...
HAIRBENDERS II...
WELCOMES THE STAFF
FROM STUDIO 8
CARIE, JILL , SARAH

With this coupon receive $2 off all haircuts.
1820 McKinley Ave.

345-6363

Hours:M-Th 9-8 Fri 9-5

Sat 9-3
Walk-ins Welcome if Time

just look how elated they
are. Wouldn’t you like to
feel that way?

JERRY’S PUB
Thursday Night
$1.75 Bottles
$1.75 Well Drinks
$3.75 Pitchers
Karaoke from 10pm-1am
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Panthers hope to fulfill expectations
By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer

Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
e-mail: cuafb@pen.eiu.edu

Tailgating:
Don’t miss out
on the party

G

ood morning, sports
fans. Two days until
the campus’ biggest
party of the week-

end.
The weekend after Labor Day
is usually one of the biggest party
weekends on this campus, and this
weekend will be no different. But
the biggest party won’t be at your
buddy’s house, unless you know of
some sort of festival the rest of us
aren’t aware of. The biggest party
of the weekend will be behind
O’Brien Stadium Saturday
evening when tailgating begins.
While tailgating is a great time,
and almost everyone goes there for
the explicit reason of getting
wrecked, there are ways that anyone can ruin tailgating for everyone around. So I sat down and
thought about the top five ways to
ruin tailgating for everyone
around.
First off, I would just like to
point out that I am not promoting drinking or any illegal activity.
I just realize what happens on a
college campus. I also realize that
not everything that follows this
paragraph does not apply to
everyone.
Probably the best way to turn
tailgating into a night of hell is to
start a fight. Here’s a tip: you will
be hit by a flying object, whether
it be a football or Frisbee. It’s pretty much an inevitable fact. With
all of those people crammed into
that tiny space, it’s going to happen. So just let it go, pick up
another beer and forget about it.
Running out of beer has to be
the No. 2 way to ruin the tailgating experience. Pack enough beer
into that cooler to last the entire
time, because if you don’t, then
you are going to have to go and
get more, and everyone knows
that’s too much work, and most
college kids won’t even come back.
Speaking of beer, the third way
to kill the tailgating buzz is being
the person over in the weeds vomiting all over the place. If you are
going to drink, do it in moderation so you’re not the person
everyone is looking at and smirking. We’ve all seen it, and I’m sure
many of us have been there, so we
know it’s pretty embarrassing.
One of the easiest ways to ruin
the tailgating experience is forgetting the most basic things you
need to have a good time. Things
like taking the grill and no charSee BRAVIERE Page 15

Sara Figiel/photo editor

Redshirt freshman Brandon Robinson hauls in a pass during
Wednesday s practice.

On Saturday the Eastern football team will begin one of the most
anticipated seasons in its history.
With Eastern going 8-4 last season, and making its first trip to the
playoffs since 1996, the expectations have never been higher.
The Panthers are entering the
season as the No. 11 team in the
nation at the Division I-AA level
and are returning nine starters to a
team that finished 6-1 in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
“I don’t look into that kind of
stuff too much,” Eastern head
coach Bob Spoo said. “All of that
stuff doesn’t mean that much in the
preseason. We just have to go out
and play the game we can play and
the rest will take care of itself.”
Two of the returning starters are
pre-season All-American candidates in quarterback Tony Romo
and cornerback Kourtney Young.
Romo, who was a finalist for the
Walter Payton award last season
which is the I-AA equivalent to the
Heisman Trophy, threw for 2,583
yards last season and tied a school

record with 27 touchdown passes.
But despite all of the gaudy numbers that the Panther signal-caller
put up last season, Spoo says that
he has worked very hard in the offseason.
“Tony had a great season last
year. Can he throw 27 touchdowns
again? Maybe,” Spoo said. “But he
has worked very hard in the offseason. He hasn’t arrived as a quarterback by any means. In that same
regard, he has worked very hard to
try improve himself.”
The defense’s All-American
candidate, Young, was second in the
OVC in interceptions with seven,
picking off a pass in four consecutive games during one stretch last
season. The cornerback was also
voted Third-Team All-American
after his junior year last season.
“Kourtney has reminded very
much of Dionte Brown, who I
coached at Central State of Ohio
and is now playing with the
Denver Broncos,” defensive secondary coach Edmund Jones said.
“He has a tremendous understanding of what we are trying to do, and
See EXPECTATIONS Page 14
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Members of Eastern s offensive line include (left group, from left) Jarad Kimbro, Ramiro Avina, Kevin Hill, Gil Davis and Scott Gilkey. The defensive
line includes (right group, from left) Damien McCottrell, Gonzalo Segovia, Brad Metzger, Clint Alexander and Lee Fiocchi.

Trench warriors are a part of team’s success
By Ben Duke
Staff writer

Through the Panthers’ exciting
playoff season a year ago and a preseason No. 10 ranking this season,
there have been a group of guys who
lurk in the shadows, almost never
get a headline or snapshot and perhaps most importantly, respect.
That group, Eastern’s offensive
and defensive linemen, fight in the
trenches every day, getting hit over
and over again to put a ‘W’ in the

win column.
“I’ve been here for five years, and
this year I have a chance to get that
ring, so for me I’ll do whatever it
takes,” defensive tackle Brad
Metzger said.
For these guys it’s not about how
many times they get cheered by
fans or recognized by the media, it’s
about something bigger.
“We take pride in what we do,”
offensive guard Ramiro Avina said.
“Everyone knows the quarterback,
running backs and wide receivers

because of the press, but all that
matters to us is that our team
respects us. We don’t mind being in
the shadows.”
No matter how dark the shadows become, no football team can
survive without the warriors in the
trenches. So with the high expectations for this season, it’s certain the
Panthers are only as strong as their
front lines.
With the loss of some key guys
from last year, this season will be a
real test for younger guys to step up

and show what they can do.
“Our offensive line has lost more
guys because of graduation than
anywhere else,” Panther head coach
Bob Spoo said. “We know that if
our offense plays well, it’s probably
because our offensive line is playing
well.”
The same goes for the d-line.
“Our defensive line isn’t as deep
as last year, too,” Spoo said.
“This first game will be a test to
See LINEMEN Page 14

